Meyer Sound Announced as cavlo Trade Show Platinum Partner
Iconic Audio Brand Sponsoring the only Pro a/v/l/c Show on the West Coast

Las Vegas, NV – April 21, 2021 – Legendary professional audio brand Meyer Sound was announced as the
platinum partner for the upcoming cavlo Trade Show. As the exclusive platinum partner of the show, Meyer
Sound is poised to showcase their innovative line of quality audio products.
“We are excited to have such an iconic brand as our platinum partner. This collaboration is instrumental in
supporting our education sessions and offering our attendees amenities to extend their industry thought
leadership and recognition,” says Mike Brown-Cestero, Managing Director.
“Las Vegas is at the epicenter of the entertainment industry making it the ideal location to showcase our latest
solutions,” said Tim Boot, Meyer Sound Director of Global Marketing. “Regional trade shows such as cavlo are
allowing us to get back to meeting with customers face-to-face which is so important to how we do business.
We are honored to partner with the organizers to help bring our entertainment ecosystem in Las Vegas
together in a safe way.”
cavlo will take place May 13th at The Orleans Hotel in Las Vegas; this one-day trade show will feature exhibit
booths, demo rooms and panel discussions and will be the first time the pro a/v/l/c community has been
together under one roof since January 2020. In addition to Meyer Sound, there are a number of other
prominent A/V manufacturers which are noted on the website. For more information on exhibiting – or to
register to attend, please visit www.cavlo.tech.
ABOUT MEYER SOUND
Meyer Sound continually strives to elevate the overall dialogue about sound and bring greater awareness to
the importance of how we hear and listen. A collaborative, results-focused approach to sound solutions drives
a company philosophy where creative thinking, old-fashioned craftsmanship, and entrepreneurial technology
are strongly intertwined. Tours for top-grossing artists and respected concert and entertainment venues rely on
Meyer Sound, as do houses of worship, cinemas, restaurants, universities, corporate offices, and museums.
With field offices and authorized distributors worldwide, Meyer Sound designs and manufactures all products at
its Berkeley, California headquarters, allowing for rigorous quality control and testing, and starting in 2018, all
products are covered by a five-year warranty. Scientific acoustical research and product development have
earned Meyer Sound more than 100 US and international patents and numerous awards since its founding in
1979 by John and Helen Meyer. Meyer Sound is a registered trademark of Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc. All
rights reserved.
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